
LAB INFORMATION FORM
Email or fax the completed form to Airway Management at contactami@amisleep.com or (214) 691-3151.

Company Name: ______________________________________________________________________

Owner: ______________________________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________

City: ________________________ State: _______________________ Zip Code: _________________

Phone: ______________________ Email: ______________________ Fax: _____________________

Tax ID #: __________________________________________________ #  of  technicians: ____________

Person responsible for TAP production and quality: _________________________________________

Is the lab an independent lab (not associated with or located in a dental or medical office)? 

 Yes  No  Other: ________________________________________

What is the main business of your laboratory?

 Crown and Bridge

 Orthodontics

 Oral appliances for snoring and sleep apnea

 Other (please explain): _______________________________________________________________

Who owns the lab?

 Lab Technician  Dentist/Doctor  Other: ________________________________________

If owned by a dentist/doctor, where is the lab located? 

 In the dental/medical office

 In the same building, but not in the same office (or a completely different suite)

 In a completely different location

 Other (please explain): _______________________________________________________________ 

Are the technicians at the lab familiar with FDA guidelines for medical devices? 

 Yes  No

Is the lab registered with the FDA? 

 Yes  FDA Registration #: ____________  No

3418 Midcourt Road #114, Carrollton, TX 75006
866.264.7667   I   tapintosleep.com

Are you interested in becoming a Manufacturing Lab or Distributing Lab (also known as TAP Lab)?
  Manufacturer              Distributor 

What is the difference? Manufacturing labs fabricate the devices in house while Distributing Labs send their TAP cases to Airway Labs for 
fabrication. Manufacturing & Distributing Labs both require a completed lab information form and signed licensing agreement to begin the process.  
Manufacturing Labs will also require proof of FDA registration & a completed and approved evaluation appliance.   
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